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ElsaTropical Storm

The National Hurricane Center from Miami,
Florida (NHC) is issuing warnings and
and watches:
The Tropical Storm Elsa is slightly stronger, and headed
for the Mid-Atlantic Coast.

Satellite imagery (GOES EAST): Areas with low brightness
temperature indicate active storm. The lesser the temperature
(warmer colors), greater the probability of heavy rainfall.

36.3 N 78.3 W

About 125mi WSW of Norfolk
Virginia

50 mph
1006 mb

NE at 21 mph
Outward up to 160 mi from
the center.
N/A
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By the National Hurricane Center

Storm Surge

A WATCH means that an event forecast conditions are 
possible somewhere within the watch area within some 
hours.

A WARNING means that an event forecast conditions are 
expected somewhere within the warning area within some 
hours.

Watches and warningsWarning Issued

Tropical Storm

WATCHES AND WARNINGS
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ElsaTropical Storm

A Tropical Storm Warning is in effect for:
* Little River Inlet, South Carolina, to Sandy Hook, New
Jersey. And Pamlico and Albemarle Sounds.
* Chesapeake Bay south of North Beach and the tidal
Potomac south of Cobb Island.
* Delaware Bay south of Slaughter Beach.
* Long Island from East Rockaway Inlet to the eastern
tip along the south shore and from Port Jefferson
Harbor eastward on the north shore.

No current watches or warnings for Hurricane winds.

No current watches or warnings for Storm Surge.
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48 hours Forecast Discussion
Issued by the National Hurricane Center - Miami, Florida
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ElsaTropical Storm

The Tropical Storm Elsa is moving toward the northeast, this motion is expected to continue with an increase
in forward speed during the next couple of days.

On the forecast track, Elsa will continue to move over North Carolina today, pass near the eastern mid-Atlantic
states by tonight, and move near or over the northeastern United States on friday and friday night.

The system should move over Atlantic Canada by friday night and saturday. No significant change in strength
is expected through friday, and Elsa is forecast to become a post-tropical cyclone by friday night.

The lesser the temperature (warmer colors), greater the
probability of heavy rainfall.

Cumulative precipitation for the next 5 days. From HWRF
model (by NCEP/NOAA).

Maximum sustained wind forecast over the expected
trajectory from HWRF model.

Surface pressure forecast at the system center over the
expected trajectory from HWRF model.
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ElsaTropical Storm

The Tropical Stomr Elsa is expected to
produce the following rainfall amounts and
impacts the rest of this week, for:

Across central and eastern
North Carolina into
southeastern Virginia
through Friday are possible

2 to 4 inches of
rain with isolated
totals up to 6
inches.

From the Mid-Atlantic into
New England through
Friday are possible

2 to 4 inches of
rain with isolated
totals up to 6
inches.

No current watches or warnings

The Tropical Storm conditions are expected to
continue over portions of the North Carolina
coast today, and along the mid-Atlantic coast
later this afternoon and evening.

These winds will spread northward in the
warning area over the northeastern states by
friday.

A few tornadoes are possible across eastern
North Carolina into southeast Virginia and
eastern Maryland through this evening.

The threat for a tornado or two will continue
through late tonight and friday morning across
coastal portions of the Mid-Atlantic to southern
New England.


